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Abstract

Research indicates that combined psychosocial interventions aiming at reducing or postponing substance use and abuse in schools can be effective. Confronted with a rising number of both young and adult drug users successive greek governments have established an extensive network of prevention centers all over the country end especially in Attica where most citizens live. Our own empirical study –the first of its kind in Greece and with such a large number of both providers and receivers who participated in the research project- has taken a detailed look at both the inner workings of those centers and the actual effects of the psychosocial interventions that aim to reduce substance problems in youth as perceived by both implementers and receivers at school level. Our findings suggest that the majority of the students who participated in the psychosocial interventions expressed the views that they have been taught new coping mechanisms and have enjoyed the whole experience. Proposals are made for the role of policy makers and those involved in planning, implementing and evaluating prevention programs along with the need for more systematic research into methodological issues in the performance stages of substance prevention programs in Greece.

Introduction

Preventing substance abuse is a very important and alarming issue for global health, as the burden imposed by drug addiction is huge. Drug abuse is considered to be a very important public health problem all over the world. Moreover, it is cause of concern for health services, policy makers, prevention workers, criminal justice system, youth workers, teachers, parents. An increased awareness of comorbidity between mental and substance use disorders connects prevention with psychiatry and related disciplines. Emphasis on program evaluation has helped identify cost effective programs and policies. The integration of prevention within healthy life style policies and programs, including interventions at the school, family and community levels, is more likely to produce the desired outcomes [1].

Developing effective drug abuse prevention models is important for the following additional reasons: These intervention programs could reduce morbidity and mortality related to alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana use. Furthermore, preventing early use of these gateway substances might reduce, or prevent the use of other drugs during the developmental progression. School-based drug prevention (SBDP) programs are especially popular, with evidence suggesting their benefits to be twice that of costs [2]. It is worth noting that among other concerns, disease is attributable to substance use disorders referring disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), years of life lost to premature mortality (YLLs), and years lived with disability (YLDs) [3].

Emphasis on program evaluation has helped identify cost effective programs and policies1. In a cost-benefit model [4] it was estimated that even small effect sizes in universal prevention interventions, in terms of delaying initiation into substance use for a few years, could lead to important savings to society over an individual’s lifetime.

Similarly, the United Kingdom National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence has suggested [5], that “a national alcohol misuse prevention program in schools would be a cost effective use of public money, if it cost £75 million and achieved at least a 1.4% absolute reduction in alcohol consumption amongst young people”, a very small effect size.

Both economic models suggested that prevention programs would be a cost effective use of public money [6].

Epidemiology Of Substance Abuse In Greece

In contemporary Substance Abuse In Greece, it is common among young people to engage in some level of experimentation with substances. Substance use occurs almost exclusively in a
social context during early adolescence and typically involves substances that are readily available. These include marijuana, alcohol, and tobacco. Some youngsters become regular users and/or progress to marijuana, hallucinogens, and other illicit drugs whereas. The majority discontinue use after a brief period of experimentation, or fail to progress to the use of other substances.

While EKTEPN (National Center FOR Research And Information On Drugs) trend data have shown gradual decreases in prevalence rates of smoking, alcohol use, and many forms of illicit drug use among adolescents, there have been increases in some forms of substance use and abuse as well. Seventy three new psycho drastic substances have been detected in 2012 officially for the first time through the system of “Early Warning”, 20 of which were synthetic Cannabinoid s [7]. According to the “European Monitor Center for Drug Abuse” [8], the most widespread synthetic stimulants in Europe are still amphetamines and ecstasy, substituting cocaine to some extent. It is estimated that about 12.7 million Europeans (aged 15-64) have used amphetamines at least once in their lives and about 2 million of them were used last year, while 11.4 million have used Ecstasy at least Once in their lives, about 2 million of them last year.

It has been estimated that 77 millions of European adults (15-64 years old) have used kanavis at least once in their life. It is worth noting the toxicity of herb cannabis, which in turn leads as an increasing number of users to detox centers.

Definition and Etiology

Substance abuse can be defined as dangerous or maladaptive nonmedical use of a substance without implying dependence. In scientific terms substance dependence means that on drug cessation, an individual experiences pathological symptoms and signs. Research has shown that substance abuse results from different factors and conditions, such as social, personality, pharmacological, biological, and developmental factors [9]. Social factors have been found as the most powerful influences promoting the initiation of abuse. These include the drug-related behavior and attitudes of significant others [10]. Poor family relationships and inadequate parenting practices (i.e., lack of parental monitoring) have been identified as risk factors for youth substance use as well [11]. Other social influences include popular media portrayals [12].

Additionally, substance use has been found to be associated with a number of individual characteristics such as high negative affect [13] low self-control [14], and high sensation-seeking tendency [15,16]. As a matter of fact, these characteristics are connected with psychological and biological mechanisms [17].

It must be underlined that individuals with specific psychiatric characteristics (e.g., anxiety, depression) might use particular substances as a way of alleviating these feelings, as the self-medication hypothesis suggests [18] Last but not least, recent animal research indicates that several drugs of abuse (cocaine, amphetamine, morphine, nicotine, and alcohol) with different molecular mechanisms of action affect the brain similarly by increasing strength at excitatory synapses on midbrain dopamine neurons [19,20]. It is a common neuro chemical pathway existing in different types of drug abuse. Furthermore, drug use progresses in a tragic sequence beginning in the early stages with cigarettes and alcohol, and progressing to the use of marijuana. The use of opiates, hallucinogens, and other illicit drugs mainly occurs later in the sequence of substance use addictions [21,22].

So, many prevention programs for adolescents target to delaying the onset of use among adolescents and young people, as this general pattern of drug use initiation and escalation has been documented by many researches all over the world [23]. As a result, many of these programs are provided to middle school or junior high school students because this is when many youth begin to try substances. These programs typically target the use of tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana, which is the most, used substances in western culture and is the first substances that adolescents typically experiment with and relevant Greek trends seem to follow the same pattern.

Categorization of Prevention Approaches

“Drug abuse prevention “is a commonly used term, but what does it really mean? And what does it mean to schools? “Drug prevention “or “drug abuse prevention“has three main components: “Demand reduction strategies”, supply reduction strategies and Strategies to mitigate the negative health and social consequences of drug use. In this article we focus only on “Demand reduction strategies”, which aim to reduce the desire and willingness to obtain and use drugs and to prevent, reduce or delay the uptake of drug use. They may include abstinence-oriented strategies [24].

In short, Prevention could be defined as follows: “A proactive process empowering individuals and systems to meet the challenges of life by creating and reinforcing conditions that promote healthy behaviors and prevent co-morbidity, relapse and disability” [25]. The United States Institute of Medicine classified Prevention programs as universal, selective, or indicated [26-27]. Universal programs target an entire population (e.g., a community or school) and focus on the general risk level concerning all group members. Although universal programs are designed using the general risk level assumption, typically no screening for substance abuse risk is performed before the program is implemented [27]. They assume that participants have never used substances and have the goal of preventing any future use despite the acknowledgment of variable risk—and variable current use-among participants.

Universal prevention programs are delivered to large groups without any prior screening for risk factors, so all members of the population share the same general risk, although the risk.
may vary greatly among individuals and sub-groups [8]. In
school settings, universal prevention typically takes the form of
alcohol awareness education, social and peer resistance skills,
normative feedback, or development of behavioral norms and
positive peer affiliations. Prevention programs can be either
specific curricula delivered as school lessons, or classroom
behaviour management programs, and can be educational,
psychosocial, or a combination.

Psychosocial interventions aim to develop psychological
and social skills (e.g. peer resistance) through modeling,
understanding, norm-setting and social skill practice, so that
young people are less likely to use substances. Educational
interventions aim to raise awareness of the potential dangers
of substance abuse [6]. Selective prevention programs serve
individuals who exhibit high risk for future substance use based
on personal- or environmental- level factors, such as being the
child of an addict or living in a neighborhood where drugs are
readily available. Like universal programs, the goal of selective
programs is to prevent substance use initiation and onset. A
third type, the indicated prevention program, targets youth who
already use substances and attempts to reduce or discontinue
substance use and prevent other risky behaviors [28].

Greek Prevention Interventions

The official Greek National Strategy on Drugs (2014-20)
names drug prevention as one of its priorities. Drug prevention
in Greece is mostly implemented by a nationwide network of
75 Prevention Centers for Addiction and Psychosocial Health
Promotion, which were established within the framework of
cooperation between the Organization against Drugs (OKANA)
and local authorities and other stakeholders. Their activities
include the prevention of all kinds of dependence and the
promotion of psychosocial health. The Ministry of Education,
other governmental and non-governmental drug services and
health services are also active in the field of prevention [29].

OKANA’s action plan is structured into five pillars covering

a) Demand reduction (prevention; information and
awarness raising; early detection and intervention; harm
reduction; treatment; and social rehabilitation)

b) Supply reduction

c) Coordination

d) Training, monitoring, research, evaluation; and

e) International cooperation.

As in other European countries, Greece evaluates its drug
policy and strategy using ongoing indicator monitoring and
specific research projects. The national focal point for the
EMCDDA at the Mental Health Research Institute produces a
range of epidemiological and other data annually that support
this assessment work and provide insights into different aspects
of drug problems in Greece.

In recent years, a number of selective prevention
interventions targeting at-risk groups and individuals have been
developed. According to the EKTEPN (2011) data concerning
the universal Prevention interventions carried out in Greece in
the context of Health Education during the School year 2007-
2008 on the prevention of drug use and addressed Primary and
Secondary School pupils showed that: A total of 701 teachers
and 23,758 students participated in these programs Of 683
Primary Schools, 745 teachers and 13. (540) students from 735
Secondary Schools. These numbers prove the very useful role
of the prevention centers in Greece and underline the need for
sound research into the inner workings and implementation of
prevention programs [7].

The Icarus Prevention Unit (KETHEA) designs and
implements interventions aimed at young offenders, young
people who experiment with drugs, immigrants, returning
migrants, refugees, disabled children, children from
dysfunctional environments, at-risk families and children living
care institutions. In 2010, KETHEA opened a community
intervention centre in Athens to work with young people from
socially excluded families who exhibited delinquent behaviour
and had drug use problems. Some Prevention Centers and
agencies implement activities targeting young people who are
experimenting with drugs or who have psychosocial problems,
single-parent families, families from culturally diverse groups
and immigrants. Indicated prevention activities are mainly
individual or group counseling and referrals to other specialized
services for students with psychological, emotional and social
problems or special learning needs.

Risk and protective factors

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, research suggests that the risk for substance abuse
increases as the number of risk factors increases, and that
protective factor may reduce the risk of youth engaging in
substance use that can lead to substance abuse. This interactive
effect of risk and protective factors has serious implications
for the design and implementation of successful preventive
interventions. The more a program reduces risk factors and
increases protective factors, the more it is likely to succeed in
preventing substance abuse among children and youth [28-30].

So it is substantial to refer to some of the main risk factors
for substance abuse, which are: Chaotic home environment,
ineffective parenting, little mutual attachment and nurturing,
inappropriate, shy, or aggressive classroom behavior, academic
failure, low academic aspirations, poor social coping skills,
affiliations with deviant peers, perceived external approval of
drug use (peer, family, community), parental substance abuse
or mental illness [31]. Personality factors such as hopelessness,
anxiety sensitivity, impulsivity, and sensation seeking have
been shown to be concurrent or predictive risk factors for
substance abuse in adolescence [32]. Anxiety sensitivity
and hopelessness have been shown to be related to alcohol consumption as a response to managing anxiety [31] or as means of stemming depressed feelings. Impulsive personality traits have been connected to antisocial characteristics in behavior, especially during childhood and adolescence. Besides, excitement seeking is connected with substance abuse for enhancement causes [33,34]. Scientists have identified the following protective factors towards substance abuse: strong family bonds, parental engagement in child’s life, clear parental expectations and consequences, academic success, strong bonds with pro social institutions (school, community, and church), conventional norms about drugs and alcohol [35-37].

**Kinds Of Effective Prevention Interventions**

There is a multitude of effective substance abuse prevention interventions, according to Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) [38] that may have different areas of focus and can be implemented in a variety of settings. Interventions can involve the family, school, and community and may provide substance abuse prevention for an individual or a population of youth by focusing on environmental and community factors and policies, developmental factors, or skill development. The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has identified key principles for prevention programs [39] based on risk and protective factors, the type of program, and the delivery of the program.

A variety of prevention approaches have been utilized especially in the US and Europe. The most effective research-based approaches to the prevention of adolescent drug abuse stem from psychosocial theories and they deal mainly with the psychosocial risk and protective factors that promote the initiation and primary stages of drug use [40,41]. The social resistance skills approach to adolescent drug use prevention recognizes the role of various social factors that influence people. Among them, researches refer to the direct modeling of drug use behavior and social pressure from peers, persuasive advertising appeals and media portrayals that lead to alcohol, tobacco, and other drug use [42-46].

Therefore, social influence programs focus extensively on teaching youth how to recognize and resist pressures to use drugs and promote anti-drug use norms. The goal of these programs is to teach students to learn ways to avoid high-risk situations where they are likely to experience pressure to smoke, drink, or use drugs, as well as acquire the knowledge and skills needed to handle social pressure in these and other situations [44]. Another prevention approach combines social resistance skills training with competence enhancement skills building. According to the competence enhancement approach, drug use is conceptualized as a socially learned and functional behavior that is the result of interplay between social and personal factors. In addition to recognizing the importance of social learning processes such as modeling, imitation, and reinforcement, this approach suggests that youth with poor personal and social skills are not only more susceptible to influences that promote drug use, but also are motivated to use drugs as an alternative to more adaptive coping strategies [43].

Thus, competence enhancement approaches to adolescent drug abuse prevention refer to transmission of basic social and personal skills. Resistance skills are included as well. This kind of competence skills are decision-making skills, interpersonal communication skills, assertiveness skills, and skills for coping with anxiety and anger. Generally, more functional coping strategies contribute to better dealing with stressful life conditions [46-49]. Many meta-analytic studies emphasize that the social influence and competence enhancement approaches are more effective than traditional didactic approaches, and that attitude and behavior change are most substantial in high intensity, multi-component social resistance and/or competence enhancement programs implemented with booster sessions after the initial intervention [50].

Another universal prevention program among substance using youth is called keepin’ it REAL [51], which is recognized as a model program by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). The prevention program, named for the drug refusal skills it teaches (Refuse, Explain, Avoid, Leave), was developed as a culturally appropriate intervention, incorporating traditional ethnic values and practices that promote protection against drug use [52]. The program specifically identified aspects of Mexican American, European American and African American culture to develop a 10-lesson, classroom based curriculum that extended resistance and life skills models, using a culturally based narrative and performance framework. The objective was to enhance anti-drug norms and attitudes and to facilitate the development of students’ risk assessment, decision-making, and drug resistance skills. The randomized trial of keepin’ it REAL documented the program’s efficacy in preventing substance use, strengthening anti-drug attitudes, and drug resistance strategies [53]. Last, but not least, effective treatment approach is The Life Skills Training (LST) program [54]. This primary prevention program for adolescent drug abuse shows the risk and a protective factor associated with substance use initiation and teaches skills leading to social resistance and enhancing social and personal competence. Life skills programs promote general competencies in interpersonal (e.g., assertiveness) and intrapersonal (e.g., self-esteem) domains. In addition, students acquire substance-specific skills and knowledge [55].

These programs help adolescents to master everyday challenges, as they try to complete their age-related developmental tasks, such as establishing new peer relationships. Another goal of life skills programs is to reduce the likelihood of substance use as a pseudo-mature behavior (e.g., imitating adult behavior by offering a cigarette to get closer to someone) or a coping strategy (e.g., as compensation for adolescent failure to complete developmental tasks [56]. Findings from over two
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decades of evaluation research have indicated that this program corresponds to a variety of adolescent populations. These studies have demonstrated the positive behavioral effects of LST on the use of multiple substances and illicit drugs. It is worth noting that prevention effects last up until the end of adolescence.

Recapitulating, school-based prevention programs against substance use were successful in the past if

a) They were delivered interactively, if
b) They taught skills to refuse drug offers and to resist pro-drug influences, if
c) They corrected misperceptions about usage normatively, and if
d) They enhanced social and personal competence [57].

All these characteristics seem to be adequately reflected in school-based prevention programs utilizing the aforementioned effective programs.

Methodology

Our research consisted of two phases that took part before and after an intervention. In the first phase, only professionals were interviewed targeting at their basic beliefs and difficulties concerning the implementation of intervention programs in the general population. Afterward, an intervention program, based on the main principles approved by the international scientific community, OKANA and the Greek ministry committee, was delivered to 30 schools selected for a pilot study. Finally, during the second phase of our research the aforementioned 30 professionals were interviewed to discuss their valuable experience and a sample of 100 students who participated in the program [8].

Research Phase I

The sample population in this phase selected by the research team was the scientists working at the Centers for the Prevention of the Dependence and Promotion of Psychosocial Health of OKANA and Local Government in the prefectures of Attica and Achaia.

Inclusion And Exclusion Criteria

The import criteria were defined as:

I. Respondents should belong to the scientific staff of the Prevention Centers and pupils should have personally taken part in a school based drug prevention program.
II. Their answers cover the full range of the interview

On the other hand, exclusion criteria were defined as:

I. Both categories of respondents (prevention officers and pupils) who do not belong to the sample population
II. Interviews which for whatever reason have been left unfinished

Quality method of interviewing was selected during this phase in order to examine in depth their beliefs, attitudes and beliefs concerning their previous experiences in prevention programs.

Results (phase I)

Sample’s characteristics: The majority of respondents (79.66%) they were women while the proportion of men was 20.34%. The majority’s (44.07%) age was between 30 and 39 years. Respondents were mental health professionals, mainly psychologists and social workers well trained. The professional experience of 47.46% respondents working in the Prevention Centers was 12 years or older. During phase A the Interviewees were invited to present their opinions about their experiences in prevention programs, to describe in detail the pros and cons of those programs and to present their suggestions concerning the young adolescents who are at risk. Additionally, they were asked to describe the effects of the current fiscal crisis on their working conditions in the substance prevention centers and on the young people’s mentality. Finally, the participants described the main problem areas they had faced in the past and suggested key proposals and solutions for the design of a new, more ambitious intervention.

As a matter of fact, 82% of participants had participated, in the past, in Interventions based on the didactic presentation of factual information concerning drugs. Their ambition, then, was to increase adolescents’ knowledge and change consequently their attitudes. However, these prevention approaches have in some cases influenced knowledge and attitudes, but they have not been found to change behavior. The overwhelming majority (89.83%) of respondents underlined that the economic crisis has adversely affected the operating conditions in the Centers for Prevention and thus decreased the prevention programs realized. Most of them were willing to participate in our research intervention and were convinced that school-based interventions should be a priority.

Intervention

Intervention’s design and implementation were based on scientific researches and prevention approaches that were proved to “work”. An interdisciplinary scientific committee selected data from a variety of school-based interventions and they adjusted some of them in the Greek mentality and ethnicity particularities and delivered it to Greek schools whose teachers were willing to cooperate with OKANA’s pilot program. In our research, Universal prevention programs were implemented, given the fact that those programs’ strategies address the entire population within a particular setting (schools, colleges, families, community). Universal prevention’s ambition is to deter or to delay the onset of a disorder or problem by providing all individuals the information and skills necessary to prevent the problem. Universal prevention programs are delivered to large groups without any prior screening for risk factors, so all
members of the population share the same general risk, although the risk may vary greatly among individuals and sub-groups.

As a matter of fact, 30 health professionals well trained realized this project. 100 students, aged 15-17 years old, declared that they were interested in participating in the intervention, of course with their parental license. Clinical setting of the intervention was a classroom in each school specially adjusted for the intervention that took place during an academic year.

Our intervention's model was a synthetic one using methods from the effective programs presented in this article's introduction. Life skills programs promote general competencies in interpersonal (e.g., assertiveness) and intrapersonal (e.g., self-esteem) domains. In addition, students acquire substance-specific skills and knowledge [56] these programs help adolescents to master everyday challenges, as they try to complete their developmental tasks, such as creating new peer relationships. Another target of life skills programs is to reduce the likelihood of substance use as a pseudo-mature behavior (e.g., imitating adult behavior by offering a cigarette to get closer to someone) or a coping strategy [57] (e.g., as compensation for adolescent failure to complete developmental tasks.

Research Phase II

After the intervention, interviews were addressed to the participants regarding their experiences. From the students, who participated, a sample from 100 students willing to collaborate with the research team was interviewed. The results were summarized as follows: The health scientists, basically psychologists and social workers described the difficulties that faced during this school-based intervention. Mainly, the overwhelming majority (83%) described the positive emotional climate that was created, as it became clear to the students that the intervention would take place in small groups and it would be mainly interactive. However, they underlined the students' defense mechanisms and misperceptions regarding substance use. On the other hand, the majority of students (77%) responded that they were glad to participate in that intervention. They appeared disappointed because of the present economical and moral crisis happening in Greece, but declared that they learned by experience to apply better coping mechanisms and they appreciated the life skills training methods, that they were taught. Some of them admitted that they had used alcohol and other substances as a means to face a variety of challenges and stressful factors, both personal and academic. Minorities of students (33 %) were very skeptical towards the intervention aforementioned and declared pessimistic towards any small intervention, if the main social problems, such as the unemployment, fiscal and moral values crisis, remained in the Greek society.

Discussion

Our research indicates the intervention’s effect to professionals' beliefs and students' attitudes towards programs designed for substance abuse's prevention. The majority of professionals supported the aspect that the interventions’ content affected the students positively and they interacted with interest. Their views comply with many researches about the effectiveness of similar program interventions, where participants responded positively to the seminars [58,59]. This study is the first of its kind to demonstrate that school-based targeted interventions are considered by professionals and by students to have positive results. As such, these kinds of interventions were found to be effective in preventing escalation in the frequency of drug use and preventing experimentation. It seems that similar approaches may be efficient to a subsample of high-risk youth as well. An important advantage of our synthetic approach presented in this article is that high-risk youth can be selected and targeted before they have initiated substance use, and they can be assisted in preventing onset to problematic use by managing early behavioral risk profiles.

The current results also provide, to our knowledge for the first time, promising evidence in favor of the efficacy of this intervention approach for preventing initiation of illicit drug use. Future efforts need to combine drug education with interventions targeting individual risk factors and should consider a more integrated approach in which drug education is also delivered in a personality-targeted way. Discussion Substance use and abuse is a widespread health, social and economic problem in Greece with the latest statistical data to document a rising number of teenage and adult addicts [7].

The Greek state in its concerted efforts to curtain and control the problem has established and operates an extensive network of drug prevention centers all over the country and in particular in Attica where most of the Greek citizens live. However, the lack of well-planned and large scale empirical research into the inner workings of prevention centers as well as the views of students involved in prevention programs has been a major hindrance so far. And this two phased research project is the first large scale attempt (for Greece's population and number of prevention centers included) to begin to understand institutional and working conditions in the daily routine of those centers. Few similar researches have been realized recently in Greece, but their target population was university students Previous small scale research project [60-63] delving into the operational conditions and prospects of Prevention Centers in Greece has come up with similar findings such as that the positive prospects for the development of Prevention Centers, as formulated by scientific staff of the centers, are subject to institutional change and rigid evaluation reviews. The shrinking of the work and the downgrading of their services seem to impose their institutional transformation for survival reasons.

As a result of our research project there appears a need for a clear and uniform operating framework by establishing internal regulations for the operation of the Prevention Centers, mainly on labor issues and redefining the function of the Prevention
Centers and the context and structure of the Prevention programs implemented in schools. It is also necessary to improve the visibility of the Centers for Prevention, Networking and Interconnection with other local agencies. According to the results, the participants pay particular attention to primary - universal prevention interventions, which they consider to focus on increasing protective factors and reducing risk factors, such as improving family communication and parenting. Particular importance is given by participants to school-related factors, psychological problems and peer groups, as well as wider social factors.

It is essential, for state policymakers, to decide an unequivocal future direction in the role and operation of prevention centers, focusing not only on tackling the understaffing and under-funding problems, as it has been indicated in other researches [64-65], but also on the wider issue of involving citizens, and institutions in the those centers’ councils. Furthermore, prevention should become a way of life n community’s and local communities’ everyday life, rather than a posteriori intervention when substance use problems have already begun to appear.

Lastly, it is our view that state policy makers and those involved in planning, implementing and evaluating prevention programs should pay more attention to the need for more systematic research in the context of substance use prevention programs.

Limitations

This research refers to a pilot Greek study, and the participants were not from all over the country. External evaluators might focus on other aspects of this intervention. Furthermore, this trial did not include a placebo control condition, which would have strengthened the methodological value of the trial. Besides, all youth were exposed to some form of drug education and generic coping skills information, as well.

Future directions and clinical implications.

The next steps in further establishing the validity of this intervention approach will be the exploration of treatment utility and effectiveness. The majority (85%) of adolescents identified as eligible for inclusion in this trial volunteered to participate in the intervention sessions, suggesting that the program could be easily adopted by schools if appropriate training and resources became available. It might be worthwhile to explore more sustainable strategies for implementing this school-based program. Besides, it will be important to examine the extent to which interventions targeting adolescents with personality risk factors could also lead to prevention of other mental health problems.

Conclusion

Our research underlines the necessity of school-based interventions and hopes to inspire future interventions to be implemented in all school settings all over the country. It verifies the main findings presented by the international scientific research, that is interactive interventions and prevention approaches based on decision-making sessions and life skills training methods may have positive effects on the majority of students who would participate. Follow-ups could stabilize the new habits and beliefs established by the intervention. The main objectives of our large scale research were to record and analyze the views of both employees in prevention centers on the role of prevention centers in tackling substance dependence, the importance of their work within the community, the characteristics of a prevention intervention, the main risk factors for substance dependence.

Furthermore, it presented the difficulties which have arisen due to the recent financial crisis in Greece, the operation of these centers, as well as the proposals of the participants on improving working conditions and program delivery performance. In addition, the views of a large sample of school students have been elicited in a concerted attempt to better understand the pros and cons of the drug prevention programs implemented in Greek schools, as well as particular ways and elements which may add to those programs a lasting effect.

In particular, our research underlines the necessity of school-based interventions and hopes to inspire future interventions to be implemented in all school settings all over the country. It verifies the main findings presented by the international scientific research, that is interactive interventions and prevention approaches based on decision-making sessions and life skills training methods may have positive effects on the majority of students who would participate. In today’s world, where drug use is common, building adolescents’ drug-resistance skills and self-efficacy, while enhancing decision-making capacity could help them resist addiction. Follow-ups could stabilize the new habits and beliefs established by the interventions.
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